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Abstract: Litter has become a social problem. To prevent litter, we consider urban planning, the
efficient placement of garbage bins, and interventions with litterers. In order to carry out these actions,
we need to comprehensively grasp the types and locations of litter in advance. However, with the
existing methods, collecting the types and locations of litter is very costly and has low privacy. In
this research, we have proposed the conceptual design to estimate the types and locations of litter
using only the sensor data from a smartwatch worn by the user. This system can record the types
and locations of litter only when a user raps on the litter and picks it up. Also, we have constructed
a sound recognition model to estimate the types of litter by using sound sensor data, and we have
carried out experiments. We have confirmed that the model built with other people’s data enabled to
estimate the F-measure of 80.2% in a noisy environment through the experiment with 12 participants.

Keywords: machine learning; activity recognition; object detection; acoustic signal processing

1. Introduction

Litter has become a social problem. According to Maria et al. [1], 6 trillion cigarettes
are consumed annually worldwide, and 4.5 trillion of them become litter. Also, Teuten
et al. [2] showed that litter became a potential threat to the terrestrial environment, such
as killing wildlife. Japan has a similar problem, in which wild deer have died after eating
litter. Some people volunteer as litter pickers in Nara Park, but we have not reached a
fundamental solution. To solve this problem, we consider urban planning, the efficient
placement of litter bins, and interventions with litterers. For this purpose, we need to
comprehensively grasp the types and locations of litter.

However, related research has shown some problems such as coverage and labor
cost to comprehensively identify the types and locations of litter. Therefore, our research
objective is to collect the types and locations of litter with high coverage, low labor cost,
low operational cost, and privacy security. To achieve our objective, we focus on people
who pick up litter regularly. Specifically, we have proposed that if litter pickers who wear
smartwatches just rap on the litter, they record the types and locations of the litter. Process-
ing within the smartwatch allows the system to operate in non-networked environments
and protects privacy as this system does not upload sound data to the cloud. If a lot of
litter pickers use this system, we can collect comprehensive litter data and prevent litter in
advance. This system is effective not only in Nara Park but also in any area where people
are picking up litter.

In this project, we proposed a conceptual design for estimating the types and locations
of litter using only sensor data from a smartwatch. The system can collect the types and
locations of litter when a user picks up litter by only rapping on the litter and recording the
sound data. Also, we constructed a sound recognition model, named ACOustic-based litter
Garbage REcognition (ACOGARE), to estimate the types of litter by using acoustic sensor
data (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Overview of ACOGARE.

We carried out experiments to evaluate the accuracy of the model under different
conditions. We collected sound data from 12 people. Further, we constructed the model by
changing the person who collected the litter, the machine learning method, and varied the
sound environment from quiet to noisy. We confirmed that the model built with the other
11 subjects resulted in an F-measure of 80.2% with high accuracy in a noisy environment.
The contributions are as follows:

• We proposed a conceptual design for estimating the types and locations of litter.
• We developed a new sound recognition model, ACOGARE, that estimated the types

of litter by only rapping on it by hand.
• We confirmed the proposed model achieved an F-measure of 80.2% through leave-

one-person-out cross-validation in a noisy environment.

2. Related Research

There are many related studies. Here, we organize the relevant research using several
items needed for the task of classifying litter in Table 1. The first is what the method
classifies (target), the second is what the hardware of the method is (device), and the third
is what the method uses as input data (data source). The fourth is picking up litter by
using the method (pick up). The fifth is the extent to which the distribution of litter can
be discerned (coverage). The sixth is the cost of recording the distribution of litter (labor).
The seventh is the operational cost of the method (operation). Finally, the eighth is whether
the method entails any privacy issues (privacy).

2.1. Manually Recording Types and Locations of Litter

Some studies [3,4] collected data using litter directly picked up by litter investigators
and classified the litter manually. The coverage is high because the litter pickers collect litter
on a fine scale to obtain its distribution. The labor cost is high because the investigators
write each litter location on a map by hand. The operational cost is high because of the need
to pay litter investigators. Privacy is not an issue because no electronic devices are used.
Hayase et al. [5] used fixed cameras to collect video data and classify litter manually. Thus,
this method cannot pick up the litter. The coverage is low and the operational and labor
costs are high because many fixed cameras need to be prepared and litter investigators
need to be compensated for classifying litter from video data. The privacy is low because
video data are acquired. Pirika [6] is a social networking application for volunteer litter
pickers. Litter pickers can upload photos of litter using their smartphones. This application
classifies litter manually. This method can pick up litter. The coverage is high because litter
pickers pick up litter comprehensively. The labor cost is high because the litter pickers need
to be paid for taking a picture of each piece of litter with a smartphone and uploading it
to the server. The operational cost is high because Pirika employees have to classify the
uploaded image data manually. The privacy is low because image data are acquired.
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2.2. Automatic Recording of Types and Locations of Litter

SpotGarbage [7] is a novel smartphone app aimed at engaging citizens to report
litter. This app detects and coarsely segments garbage regions in a user-clicked geo-tagged
image. The app utilizes the proposed deep architecture of fully convolutional networks
for detecting garbage in images. The coverage is high because litter pickers pick up litter
comprehensively. The labor cost is high because the litter pickers need to be paid for
taking a picture of each piece of litter with a smartphone and uploading it to the server.
The operational cost is low because SpotGarbage classifies the image data automatically.
The privacy is low because image data are acquired. Other studies [8–24] used a fixed
camera to collect videos and classify litter images by machine learning. Thus, this method
cannot pick up litter. The coverage is low and the operational cost is high because many
fixed cameras need to be prepared and litter investigators need to be compensated. The data
processing labor cost is low because these methods classify litter automatically. The privacy
is low because video data are acquired. Mikami et al. [25] used fixed cameras on litter trucks
to collect videos and classify litter bags by machine learning. Thus, this method cannot pick
up litter. The coverage is somewhat high and the operational cost is somewhat low because
comprehensive data are collected simply by attaching fixed cameras to existing litter trucks.
However, it is not possible to collect data on hidden litter (e.g., in bushes). The labor cost is
low because these systems classify litter automatically. The privacy is low because video
data are acquired. Some studies [26–30] collected video from cameras mounted on robots
and classified litter by machine learning. This method can pick up litter. The coverage
is high because the robot picks litter up to classify it. The labor cost is low because these
systems classify litter automatically. The operational cost is high because it is expensive to
prepare many robots. The privacy is low because video data are acquired. Takanome [31]
collected video data from smartphone cameras of litter investigators who uploaded video,
from which the litter was classified by machine learning. Thus, this method cannot pick up
litter. The coverage is somewhat high and the labor cost is low because comprehensive litter
data are collected by simply walking along a road and taking pictures with smartphones.
However, it is not possible to collect data on hidden litter. The operational cost is high
because many litter investigators need to be employed. The privacy is low because video
data are acquired.

2.3. Research Requirements

The research requirements for the task of determining the distribution of litter are
as follows:

• High coverage: We need to obtain the types and locations of litter throughout
the world.

• Low labor cost: We aim to avoid needing additional human resources to record the
types and locations of litter.

• Low finance cost: This system needs to have low operational costs to improve sustainability.
• Privacy security: The privacy of the data acquired by this system needs to be protected

in a practical way.

Table 1. Summary of related work on litter detection and our approach.

Reference Target Device Data Source Pick Up Coverage Labor and Operation Privacy

[3,4] Litter - Litter picked up directly 3 33 77 33
[5] Litter Fixed camera (park) Video data 7 7 77 7
[6] Litter Smartphone Image data 3 33 77 7
[7] Litter Smartphone Image data 3 33 7 7
[8–24] Collected litter Fixed camera Video data 7 7 7 7
[25] Litter bags Fixed camera (truck) Video data 7 3 3 7
[26–30] Litter Robot Video data 3 33 7 7
[31] Litter Smartphone Video data 7 3 7 7
ACOGARE Litter Smartwatch Audio data 3 33 33 3
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3. Conceptual Design
3.1. System Concept

For data collection, we focus on smartwatches, which are worn by many people in
daily life, as an approach to achieve the purpose of our study. If we are able to record the
types and locations of litter with a simple motion while wearing a smartwatch, we are able
to obtain comprehensive litter data without requiring much effort from users.

We set an overarching goal. We propose a system for estimating the types and locations
of litter using only audio sensor data from a smartwatch. The concept of the proposed
system is shown below (Figure 2). The system can record the types and locations of litter
using only the sound made when a user picks up litter. Specifically, the system recognizes
the pre-action of picking up litter by machine learning. The input data of machine learning
are acceleration and angular velocity from an IMU sensor in a smartwatch (Phase 1). If the
system recognizes that motion, the system activates the smartwatch microphone. A user
“raps” on the litter before picking it up. Then, the system activates, collects the sound
generated by this action, and estimates the type of litter by sound recognition (Phase 2).
There are several studies on sound recognition [32,33]; therefore, we adopted this method.
The system can record the locations of the litter by using the location information from GPS
in a smartwatch (Phase 3) (to obtain the locations in Phase 3, we will use CLLManager [34]
of the apple library). Then, by transmitting the types and locations of the litter to a cloud
server (Phase 4) and plotting the type of litter on a map based on the location information
(Phase 5), we can determine the distribution of litter. Using this system, litter pickers can
comprehensively record the types and locations of litter by simply picking up the litter
with little effort. As a result, we can prevent litter by installing litter bins and signs at the
locations where people litter.

Produce distribution of littering

Cloud

Phase 5. Plot map

Phase 4.  
Send data

Before picking up litter…

Phase 1. Recognize picking up motion (IMU) 

Phase 2. Estimate littering type (Microphone) 

               by ACOGARE model 

Phase 3. Get location information (GPS)

Knock garbage 
by hand Pick up

Proposed method

Figure 2. Conceptual design.

3.2. Strength of System

As we discussed previously [6], the coverage is high because litter pickers pick up
litter comprehensively. Also, the labor cost of this system is lower than that in [3,6] because
the user only raps on the litter before they pick it up. The operational cost of the proposed
system is low because, to use this system, litter pickers only need to wear a smartwatch
and install an application. As we remarked in Section 1, the proposed system operates in
non-networked environments and does not upload sound data to the cloud. Specifically,
the proposed system can classify litter by edge computing from audio streaming data,
and the acquired audio data can be deleted. By uploading only the recognized results to
the cloud, the privacy of the proposed system is safer than the existing methods [6–31].
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In this paper, we focus on Phase 2. Specifically, we describe below the construction
procedure for the sound recognition model ACOGARE and its feature selection method.

4. Proposed Method

We provide the details of ACOGARE in this section. Figure 3 shows the architecture
of ACOGARE. First, the system extracts the sound at the time when a user raps on the
litter and preprocesses the sound data (Step 1). Next, the system extracts features from
the sound data (Step 2). The features are described in Section 4.2. Finally, the system
builds a litter recognition model using the extracted features (Step 3). To select the types of
estimating litter, checking the survey of “The Beverage Industry Environment Beautification
Association”, cigarettes, paper, and plastic were the top three littering categories in the
ranking of the amount of litter [35]. But, when a user raps on cigarettes, ACOGARE does
not recognize cigarettes because of them making no sound. Therefore, in this study, we
exclude cigarettes as the types of estimating litter. In addition to paper and plastic, we
select cans, glass bottles, and PET bottles, which are common beverage containers, as the
types of estimating litter.

MFCC

Chroma

Melspectrogram

Spectral 
contrast

251 features

4 feature category 9 algorithms

1

0

0.401

Absolute value NormalizationSound data

00

Step 1. Pre-processing

0.401

-0.389

Step 2. Feature extraction

Random 
forest

Decision 
tree

SVM

MLP

Extra tree

KNN

Logistic 
regression

Gaussian 
Naive Bayes

LightGBM

Step 3. Model building

Figure 3. Architecture of ACOGARE.

4.1. Preprocessing

ACOGARE preprocesses the sound data as follows:

Step 1-1: Cut waveforms for sound data.

Step 1-2: Convert the separated waveform data into absolute values.

Step 1-3: Perform normalization to eliminate differences in amplitude between users.

Because ACOGARE does not need the interval where the sound of rapping on litter
is not generated to improve recognition accuracy, ACOGARE cut the interval (Step 1-1).
Also, because the strength and the way of rapping vary greatly for litter pickers, we have
to take this into account. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the amplitudes of different users
rapping on a can. From Figure 4, we can see that the amplitude of the rapping is very
different for each user. If ACOGARE estimates the types of litter without any preprocessing,
the recognition accuracy will decrease. Therefore, ACOGARE takes the absolute value of
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the cut sound data and normalizes it to unify the maximum value of the amplitude and to
improve recognition accuracy (Step 1-2, Step 1-3).

ACOGARE performs these steps using sound libraries such as Rosakit [36] and li-
brosa [37] that can preprocess and extract features from sound data.

Figure 4. Comparison of amplitudes for different users.

4.2. Feature Extraction

Table 2 shows the list of features that ACOGARE extracts from the sound data. These
features are commonly used in sound recognition [38,39] and can be extracted by using
sound libraries as mentioned in Section 4.1.

The mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) is a feature that is obtained by per-
forming a fast Fourier transform (FFT) on sound data, and then an inverse discrete cosine
is applied to transform the output through a mel filter bank. Chroma is a feature that
is a superposition of all the components of the same scale in different octaves, reduced
to the 12 components of the chromatic scale within an octave. A melspectrogram is a
spectrogram created after the FFT and the frequency is converted to the mel scale. The
spectral contrast is a feature that is obtained by applying an FFT, passing the result through
an octave filter bank, processing to detect and extract the peak, and finally transforming
using the Karhunen–Levé method [40].

Table 2. List of feature values.

Feature Number of Dimensions

MFCC 104
Chroma 12

Melspectrogram 128
Spectral contrast 7

Total 251

4.3. Model Building

We chose nine machine learning methods for two reasons (Figure 3). The first reason is
that they are commonly used methods [41,42]. Second, ACOGARE has to adopt a method
that has both high accuracy and lightweight to be processed on the smartwatch. As deep
learning algorithms do not meet the requirement of lightweight, this paper does not use
deep learning algorithms to build a model for litter type recognition. We describe how we
searched for the most accurate method among these nine methods in Section 5.

Random forest is an ensemble learning method that generates a large number of
decision trees and aggregates the results of each to make predictions. The multi-layer
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perceptron (MLP) is one of the simplest deep learning methods, in which the input, hidden,
and output layers are fully coupled. It is a regression model for classification problems.
The decision tree method combines classification and regression trees to analyze data with
a tree diagram. The extra tree method is basically the same algorithm as the random forest,
but it is characterized by the random selection of features when dividing the nodes of
the tree. Naive Bayes is a fast classification algorithm that uses Bayes’ theorem and is
suitable for high-dimensional datasets. In particular, Gaussian Naive Bayes is a classifier
for continuous data. KNN computes the distance between the data from the explanatory
variables and estimates the class by majority vote from k classes that are close to the data
to be classified. SVM is a method that incorporates margin maximization to achieve a
regression model with a high generalization performance even with small amounts of data.
LightGBM is a gradient boosting framework based on the decision tree algorithm. It is
characterized by its high inference speed.

ACOGARE estimates the type of litter using machine learning libraries such as Core
ML [43] and scikit-learn [44] which can estimate the type from sound data.

5. Evaluation
5.1. Experimental Objective

To design our system to record the types and locations of litter when a user raps on
it, we gave high priority to the accuracy of estimating the type of litter from the rapping
sound. If the estimation of the litter type is wrong, the user has to change the labeling
setting manually, which is time-consuming and increases the difficulty of satisfying the
purpose of our research. An effective method would be to build a separate model for each
user, but this would be very costly. If a model built using a fixed amount of training data is
highly accurate for estimating the type of sound made by other people rapping on litter,
then it is not necessary to build a separate model for each user. As another approach to
improve the accuracy of the model, the selection of machine learning methods is important.
Some machine learning methods are better at classification than others, depending on
the characteristics of the data, so it is necessary to select the most appropriate method.
In addition, when considering the operation of the system, it is essential that the estimation
accuracy of the model is high even in a noisy environment. When a person raps on litter
and picks it up, there is a high possibility that the system will also detect various other
environmental sounds, and it is necessary to build a model that can deal with these sounds.

In this experiment, we tested the degree of difference between two methods for
estimating the type of litter. One method uses an estimator trained only from the sound
data of each user. The second method uses an estimator trained only from the sound data
of other people. Similarly, we tested which machine learning method had the highest
accuracy. We also tested whether the estimation accuracy of the model was sufficient in a
noisy environment.

5.2. Dataset
5.2.1. Dataset for a Quiet Environment

We refer to the sound data for each item collected by the subject as a sample. The sound
caused when the subject rapped on the litter was measured using the microphone built
into the smartwatch. The smartwatch used in this experiment was the Apple Watch Series
5. The sampling rate for data collection was set to 44,100 Hz. The experimenter prepared
10 pieces of each of the 5 types of litter (Figure 5). The subject collected the samples with a
dedicated data collection application. A total of 12 university students, specifically 11 males
and 1 female, participated in the experiment. The experimenter built an estimation model
from the collected sound data in a quiet environment. The following procedure was used
to collect the data: 250 samples per person, for 3000 samples in total.

Process 1: To approximate the scene in which this system is used, the subject first put
on a work glove. To facilitate the collection of sound data in this experiment,
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each subject wore a smartwatch on the wrist of his or her dominant hand and
rapped on the litter.

Process 2: The experimenter set the subject’s name and the type of litter in the data
collection application (Figure 6).

Process 3: The subject pressed the “start” button of the data collection application (Figure 6)
and rapped on the litter three times.

Process 4: The subject repeated Step 3 five times for each piece of litter (Figure 7).

Process 5: When the experimenter had rapped on all 10 pieces of one type of litter, they
returned to Step 2. Then, the experimenter set the type of litter to another type
and the subject repeated Step 3 and Step 4 in the same way. When the subject
had picked up all litter types, they pressed the “send [to] server” button to
send the data to the server, and the experiment was over.

Can Bottle PET Bottle Paper Plastic
Figure 5. Examples of each litter type.

Figure 6. Data collection application screen.
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Figure 7. Example of experimental scene.

5.2.2. Dataset for a Noisy Environment

To determine whether the accuracy of the model is sufficient for a noisy environ-
ment, the collected 3000 samples were combined with environmental sounds to evaluate
the model. We downloaded and used 100 free environmental sound data samples from
a website [45]. Using specialized software, we randomly selected 5 of the 100 environ-
mental sound samples and created a synthesized sound for each of the 5 environmental
sounds with 1 sample. By performing the above operations on all the samples, a total of
15,000 samples were created.

5.3. Method of Evaluation

In this section, we describe the evaluation methods using the dataset constructed
in Section 5.2. The first is the in-subject (InSub) method, which builds and evaluates a
model from data for only one subject. The second is the leave-one-subject-out (LOSO)
method, which uses a model built with data from the 11 other users to validate the accuracy.
The accuracy of the model was calculated for these two methods by adding the condition
of the presence of environmental noise. We use accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure
as the evaluation metrics. Accuracy is the percentage of data that the system correctly
estimates out of all estimates of the type of litter from the litter sound data. Precision is
the proportion of the data that is actually litter of that type, in comparison with all litter
estimated as being that type from the litter sound. Recall is the proportion of the data that
is correctly estimated from the actual litter sound. The F-measure is the harmonic mean of
precision and recall. The four evaluation methods are described below.

5.3.1. InSub Method (w/o Noise)

We preprocessed 250 supervised samples per subject by normalizing them to a max-
imum value of 1 and a minimum value of 0 (Step 2). This eliminated the difference in
amplitude between each person when rapping on the litter. The feature values (251 di-
mensions) were calculated from the preprocessed sound data (Step 3). The extracted
features were used to construct a model (Step 4) that was evaluated using the 10-segment
cross-validation method. The machine learning was validated using nine machine learning
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methods (Section 4.3). Specifically, the 250 supervised samples were divided into 10 parts
comprising 225 training samples and 25 estimation samples. Then, the accuracy, precision,
recall, and F-measure were calculated.

5.3.2. LOSO Method (w/o Noise)

This task was to merge all 2750 samples other than those for one subject and estimate
the type of litter from 250 samples for the subject that was left out. The rest of the process is
the same as that for the InSub method (w/o noise).

5.3.3. InSub Method (w/ Noise)

The model was built using the dataset created in Section 5.2.2. Specifically, the 1250 sam-
ples were divided into 10 parts comprising 1125 training samples and 125 estimation
samples, and the F-measure values were calculated by using machine learning methods.
The rest of the process is the same as that for the InSub method (w/o noise).

5.3.4. LOSO Method (w/ Noise)

The model was built using the dataset created in Section 5.2.2. Specifically, we merged
all 13,750 non-subject samples and performed the task of estimating the litter type from
the subject’s 1250 samples. The rest of the process is the same as that for the InSub method
(w/o noise).

As testing methods, to compare the accuracy of the machine learning methods, we
used a one-way analysis of variance and Tukey’s multiple comparison test. We used a t-test
for a comparison of a quiet environment and a noisy environment. We also used a t-test for
a comparison between the data of others and the user.

5.4. Results

The experimental results are shown in Tables 3 and 4. In the tables, the F-measures of
random forest, MLP, and LightGBM are higher than the other machine learning models in
all methods, except logistic regression is higher than MLP in InSub (w/ noise). Therefore,
we have chosen these three for comparison. We conducted a one-way analysis of variance
among the InSub (w/o noise) methods and found a significant trend at the 10% level.
Tukey’s multiple comparison test was performed on the results, and no difference was
found between the methods. Tukey’s multiple comparison test indicated a significant
difference at the 1% level between LightGBM and MLP, and random forest and MLP. A one-
way analysis of variance between the LOSO (w/o noise) methods showed a significant
trend at the 10% level. Tukey’s multiple comparison test showed a significant trend at
the 10% level between the LightGBM and MLP methods. The results of Tukey’s multiple
comparison test showed that there was a significant difference at the 5% level between the
LightGBM and MLP methods. The results of Tukey’s multiple comparison test showed
a significant difference at the 5% level between LightGBM and MLP and a significant
trend at the 10% level between random forest and MLP. From the results in Tables 3 and 4,
and the test, it can be concluded that LightGBM is the most accurate model. Similarly,
the F-measure of the random forest method is also high. This indicates that the ensemble
learning method using decision trees can classify the type of litter from the sound of litter
with high accuracy.

For a comparison between the InSub method and the LOSO method and between
a quiet environment and a noisy environment, LightGBM was adopted as the machine
learning method because it was the most accurate method based on the test results. First, we
focused on the results for the F-measure of the different methods. We performed a t-test on
the results for the InSub and LOSO methods and found that the InSub (w/o noise) method
significantly outperformed the LOSO (w/o noise) method at the 5% level. The InSub
(w/ noise) method also significantly outperformed the LOSO (w/ noise) method at the 1%
level. Second, we focused on the results for the F-measure of the different environments.
We performed a t-test on the results for the InSub and LOSO methods and found that the
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InSub (w/ noise) method significantly outperformed the InSub (w/o noise) method at
the 1% level. The LOSO (w/o noise) method also significantly outperformed the LOSO
(w/ noise) method at the 1% level. The summary of the experiment is as follows:

• The F-measure of LightGBM is the highest out of the other machine learning methods.
• The InSub method outperformed the LOSO method.
• In the LOSO method, the models built in a quiet environment outperformed the

models built in a noisy environment.

Table 3. Evaluation Result for InSub Method.

Method
w/o Noise w/ Noise

Accuracy Precision Recall F-Measure Accuracy Precision Recall F-Measure

Random forest 0.936 0.946 0.936 0.934 0.972 0.974 0.973 0.973
MLP 0.957 0.964 0.958 0.957 0.904 0.908 0.904 0.903

Logistic regression 0.922 0.933 0.922 0.920 0.922 0.933 0.922 0.920

Decision tree 0.812 0.833 0.812 0.801 0.786 0.791 0.785 0.785
Extra tree 0.666 0.690 0.666 0.666 0.790 0.794 0.790 0.789

Gaussian Naive Bayes 0.836 0.853 0.836 0.823 0.706 0.730 0.706 0.699

SVM 0.531 0.533 0.531 0.481 0.534 0.586 0.533 0.523
KNN 0.771 0.791 0.771 0.762 0.578 0.586 0.578 0.570

LightGBM 0.958 0.965 0.958 0.957 0.980 0.978 0.978 0.977

Table 4. Evaluation Results for LOSO Method.

Method
w/o Noise w/ Noise

Accuracy Precision Recall F-Measure Accuracy Precision Recall F-Measure

Random forest 0.846 0.859 0.846 0.842 0.76 0.772 0.761 0.754
MLP 0.84 0.862 0.84 0.837 0.751 0.773 0.751 0.747

Logistic regression 0.762 0.801 0.762 0.751 0.655 0.68 0.656 0.645

Decision tree 0.69 0.707 0.69 0.686 0.648 0.652 0.648 0.646
Extra tree 0.555 0.571 0.555 0.553 0.507 0.514 0.507 0.505

Gaussian Naive Bayes 0.639 0.693 0.639 0.619 0.578 0.635 0.578 0.56

SVM 0.584 0.629 0.584 0.559 0.565 0.613 0.565 0.56
KNN 0.575 0.603 0.575 0.567 0.488 0.51 0.489 0.485

LightGBM 0.887 0.895 0.887 0.885 0.805 0.821 0.805 0.802

6. Discussion
6.1. Possibility of Classification Model

Table 3 shows that the InSub method has higher model accuracy than does the LOSO
method, regardless of a quiet or noisy environment. The difference in accuracy between
the two methods is expected, because the sound of rapping on litter varies depending on
each subject. However, the F-measure for the LOSO method (w/o noise) is 88.5%, and that
for the LOSO method (w/ noise) is 80.2%, which is satisfactory for somewhat reliable
classification. Therefore, there is no need to build a separate model for each user.

Also, to improve the F-measure, we consider the tendency of each subject in the LOSO
method (w/ noise). The first tendency is a pattern like that of subject A, as shown in
Figure 8, which enables us to estimate the litter type from its rapping sound with high
accuracy. The second trend is misrecognition of plastic as paper, which results in lower
overall accuracy, as shown in Figure 9. For cans, bottles, and PET bottles, the accuracy of
the model is high because the materials are uniform and make consistently similar sounds.
In contrast, the model for paper uses different materials, such as paper cups and tissue,
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and for plastic, candy bags and plastic bags. However, we believe that this problem can
be solved by collecting data from a large number of plastic and paper materials to build
a model.
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Figure 8. Confusion matrix for subject A (LOSO, w/ noise).
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Figure 9. Confusion matrix for subject B (LOSO, w/ noise).

6.2. Practical Scenario

Practical scenarios are shown in Table 5. We describe practical scenarios based on
the results of the proposed method. The user raps on the litter three times before picking
it up. The proposed method classifies the type of litter on smartwatches by the sound
data obtained at that time. Therefore, the proposed method enables us to consider privacy.
From the experimental results, the proposed method makes misjudgments about one
out of five times, but in that case, the user is able to modify the misjudgment manually.
The proposed system can easily obtain the locations of litter by using the GPS installed in
smartwatches. Therefore, users can collect and upload the types and locations of litter at a
low cost, although the user sometimes needs to modify the misjudgment results. By many
users using this system, it is possible to realize a participatory sensing system [46] that
collects a wide range of litter information at a low cost.
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Table 5. Practical scenarios.

Reference Practical Scenario

[3,4] Litter pickers pick up litter and record on map manually.

[6,7] Litter pickers photograph litter with smartphones and then pick it up.

[5,8–17,17–25] People who want to know the distribution of litter install a fixed camera and analyze the video data.

[26–30] People who want to know the distribution of litter operate robots and analyze the video data obtained
from the eyes of the robots.

[31] Litter pickers take videos on the road with smartphones and analyze the data.

ACOGARE Litter pickers launch the smartwatch app first. If they detect litter, they rap on the litter and then pick
it up.

This scenario is more useful than other methods. In the [3,4] method, litter pickers
manually pick up litter and record it on the map. This method is high coverage because
the litter pickers pick up litter comprehensively. Also, there is safety of privacy with
this method because litter pickers pick up litter and record the type and location of litter
manually. But, it takes time and effort to manually enter the types and locations of litter
each time. In the [6,7] method, litter pickers take a picture of litter with a smartphone
and pick it up. This method analyzes the captured image data and records the type and
location of the litter. This method is high coverage because litter pickers pick up litter
comprehensively. But, litter pickers have to take out their smartphone every time to take
a picture, so it takes time and effort. In the [5,8–25] method, people who want to know
the distribution of litter install a fixed camera and take a video. This method analyzes the
image data and records the types and locations of the litter. This method collects the type of
litter with a low labor cost because they only install the fixed camera. But, they are not able
to collect the types and the locations of litter from wide locations. In the [26–30] method,
people who want to know the distribution of litter operate the robot and analyze the image
data obtained from the robot’s eyes. This method analyzes video data and records the
types and locations of the litter. This method collects the type of litter with a low labor
cost because robots collect the littering data automatically. But, they are only able to obtain
the data where the robot moves. In the [31] method, litter pickers take a picture of the
road with a smartphone. This method analyzes the image data and records the types and
locations of the litter. This method has a little low labor cost because if litter pickers just
take a picture of the road with a smartphone, they collect the types and locations of the
litter. But, there is a possibility that other people may appear in the image because the
user takes a video in a wide range, and there is a risk of infringing on privacy. From the
comparison with existing methods, we think that the proposed method is practical.

6.3. Future Work
6.3.1. Consolidation and Visualization of Litter

Finally, we describe the design of the function for aggregating the types and locations
of litter and plotting the litter type on a map (Phases 4–5), as described in Section 3. First,
we sent the data on the types and locations of litter obtained in Phases 1–3 to a database
from a smartwatch. Next, we visualized the aggregated data. An example of the visualized
distribution map for litter is shown in Figure 10. The distribution map is obtained from the
database and displayed using OpenStreetMap [47]. It can be displayed as a heat map or by
type of litter.
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Figure 10. Example of litter distribution map.

6.3.2. Privacy of System

This system collects sounds for a very short time because the microphone is activated
when the system recognizes the action of rapping on litter in Phase 1. Moreover, the system
deletes the sound data after estimating the type of litter from the collected sounds, so that
the user can use the system with safety greater than a system that uses video data.

6.3.3. Unrecognizable Litter and Misrecognition

As we remarked in Section 4.3, this system does not recognize the type of litter that
makes no sound when a user rapped on it, such as cigarettes. To solve this problem, we are
considering an approach in which the system can recognize litter that makes no sound by a
single tap of the smartwatch screen by the user. In this paper, we conducted the experiment
on the premise that the system is enabled to recognize the pre-action of picking up litter.
However, if the recognition accuracy is low, we consider adding an action to have the user
press a button before picking up litter, such as the data collection method of this experiment
(Section 5.2).

6.3.4. Feasibility of Introducing Deep Learning

As we remarked in Section 4.3, this paper did not use deep learning because it is not
lightweight. The typical smartwatches are designed with portability and power saving in
mind and limited computational resources, such as the CPU and memory. However, many
studies use deep learning for human activity recognition [48] and sound recognition [49].
In addition, tools such as Core ML [43] exist that enable deep learning within the edge by
optimizing CPU computing resources. Therefore, we consider introducing deep learning
when the performance of the CPU and memory in smartwatches improves in the future.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a conceptual design to estimate the types and locations
of litter using only the sensor data from a smartwatch worn by a litter picker. Also, we
proposed a method for building a model to estimate the type of litter. In an experiment and
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comparisons of different models, we tested the most accurate machine learning method,
the accuracy of the models built with personal data and other peoples’ data, and the
accuracy of the model in a silent or noisy environment. From the experimental results, we
found that the F-measure of LightGBM is the highest in the task of estimating the type
of litter from its sound. Also, the InSub method outperformed the LOSO method. In the
LOSO method, models built in a quiet environment outperformed models built in a noisy
environment. From the experiment, we discussed that the LightGBM model built with
other people’s data can estimate an F-measure of 80.2% in a noisy environment, and there
is no need to build a separate model for each user. We also discussed that it may be more
useful than the existing method in terms of comprehensiveness, labor costs, operation costs,
and privacy. From the above, we think that the proposed method is practical.
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